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We’ll help you to stand
out with investors

Is your fundraising pitch
investor-ready?

Who are Benjamin Ball Associates?
Benjamin Ball Associates works with private equity firms to help
them impress investors and polish their portfolio companies. Our
clients include Permira, ECI, Eight Roads, Old Mutual, Sovereign
Capital, Deutsche PE and Frog Capital. Visit benjaminball.com
for more information.

Eight questions you must answer before pitching to investors

The investor comments in this book are largely from panels
that the team at BBA moderated - including at SuperReturn,
SuperInvestor, SuperReturn Emerging Markets, SuperReturn
China and SuperReturn Middle East.

Award-winning results
Benjamin Ball Associates won ‘Best for Investor Presentation
Coaching – UK’ in the 2016 Alternative Investment Awards and
‘Best for Financial Presentation Training 2016 – UK’ in the
2016 Wealth & Money Management Awards.
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Can you explain simply what makes your fund special?

2

Do you put the investor at the centre of everything
you say?

3

Is your pitch book clear, brief and easy to read?

4

Do your investor meetings feel like a meeting of minds?

5

Is your strategy memorable?

6

Do you project warmth and passion to all you meet?

7

Do you demonstrate credibility?

8

Are you good at answering tough and aggressive
questions?
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Are you a professional
fund manager but only
an amateur fundraiser?

Why you should change

We will help you become as successful at raising funds as you
are at managing them.

The battle for funding is intense:

Successful fundraisers are like Batman
Every few years, they morph from talented fund managers into persuasive
fundraisers, like Bruce Wayne donning his Batsuit. This change of role demands
a completely different set of skills.
In addition, the game has changed. The traditional, one-way presentation format
from five years ago now alienates investors. Increased global competition means
you need to do more to stand out. How you present is as important as what
you present.
Successful investor pitches
✔ Explain the strategy clearly
✔ Put the investor centre stage
✔ Keep pitch books simple
✔ Have two-way conversations
✔ Are memorable
✔ Are likeable
✔ Are credible
✔ Are prepared

Our eight questions will test your investor-readiness across every
aspect of your pitch.
If you find you’re too close to your fund to know the answers, get in contact.
Just as the Dark Knight relies on Alfred the butler, so too can we support you
in your alter ego role as a fundraiser.

73% 90% 20%
of institutional investors
receive five or more
proposals from private
equity funds every
month. 17% receive
30 or more.*

of institutional investors
report that less than
one in four proposals
make it through their
first screening.*

of institutional investors
go on to invest in six or
more funds per year.
The rest proceed with
between just one and
five investments.*

With so much competition for LP time and money, fund managers need to
master the art and science of persuasive pitching in order to secure attention
and investment.
Fund managers have a simple choice: play by the new rules or lose out on
investment.

A warning before you begin
Each of the eight questions in this book highlights a key aspect of a stand out
pitch. You may already be covering some of these well, but the most successful
fundraisers master all of them. The elements are interrelated and need to be
combined to impress investors and progress your fund to the next stage.

Read about our free Pitch Audit on page 25.
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* Data from Preqin surveys
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Take your investment
pitch to the next level
Eight questions you must answer
before pitching to investors

“We were very pleased with the professional
approach of Benjamin Ball Associates. From the
initial messaging session through to full
implementation across our marketing and
comms materials, they have helped us to define
and explain our unique value proposition. As a
result we have been able to attract new and
different investors.”
Florian Kemmerich
Managing Partner at Bamboo Capital Partners
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1

Can you explain
simply what makes
your fund special?

Investors tell us that many funds look the same. Naturally,
they all predict promising future returns.
But as past performance is no guarantee of the future, even funds with strong
histories of market-beating growth need to demonstrate more than a good
track record. Investors want to know:

What does
your team do
differently?

What is your
repeatable
‘trick’?

How will you
consistently
drive aboveaverage returns?

Successful fundraisers craft a simple narrative around their fund’s strategy.
Everything you present to prospective investors should have its roots in this
central narrative. This helps investors grasp what you do and why it works.

“For us it has to be very clear what
exactly you do to create value.
What’s the return driver? What is
your ‘trick’ that you can do
repeatedly?”
Marc der Kinderen
Managing Partner, 747 Capital
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Creating a stand-out investment narrative is often the hardest part of preparing
for fundraising.

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to clarify and simplify your investment narrative.
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“GPs will ask me what I want to
cover in a pitch meeting, and I’ll
tell them X, Y and Z. But then
they’ll carry on with the pitch they
were going to do anyway. I’ll say
I’m interested in your market
and competition and they’ll open
with their team and track record.
That’s hugely frustrating.”
Alicia Gregory
Head of European Private Equity, MLC Fund

2

Do you put the investor
at the centre of everything
you say?

Do you tailor your pitch to each investor? Because nobody
wants to be ‘taken through’ a generic presentation.
Successful fundraisers research each investor in depth. For example, they
find out:

What are their
investment
goals?

What are their
backgrounds?

What other
investments
do they hold?

When you have this information you can better target your pitch so it’s relevant
and aligned to that investor’s interests.
You can also ask insightful questions. For example, at the start of your pitch,
you could ask investors why they agreed to meet you. This may give you the
information you need to tailor your pitch further.

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to polish your pitch meetings.
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3

Is your pitch book
clear, brief and easy
to read?

Many of the pitch books we see are lengthy, unfocused and
not investor-friendly. The reason? It’s much harder to create
a succinct, compelling document than a long, detailed one.
It’s far too easy to pack in potentially useful information, whether or not it’s
relevant at an early stage in the process. To achieve a succinct pitch book,
ruthless editing is needed. And that means knowing exactly what your key
messages are.
Use our six checks to test your pitch book for investor-readiness:

✔ Does it grab attention on the first two pages?
✔ Is there a strong story – a narrative – that runs through
the book?
✔ It’s more powerful to demonstrate than to tell: which does your
pitch book do?
✔ What would your investor say about you and your fund
after reading your pitch book? Is it clear? Is it compelling?

“Keep your pitch books light.
Leave the detail to be discussed
in the second or third meeting.”
Lucian Wu
Previously Managing Director,
Head of Asia at Paul Capital Partners
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✔ Is it obvious why this investor should consider your team
to manage their money?
✔ Is the pitch book as easy to read as a newspaper?

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to create a stand-out pitch book.
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“The best pitch is one that
goes both ways. You really
have to have discussion
otherwise the meeting is
not going to go very well.”
Andrew Kapp, Executive Director,
JP Morgan Asset Management

4

Do your investor
meetings feel like a
meeting of minds?

Do you treat your pitches as monologues or dialogues?
Successful fundraisers encourage engagement by asking regular questions.
For example:

‘Have you seen
this before?’

‘Does that
make sense?’

‘What are your
thoughts on
what we’ve
shown you
so far?’

Successful fundraisers also welcome questions throughout the pitch, rather than
insist on a Q&A at the end. This changes the dynamics from a one-way pitch to
a meeting of minds.

“I find it frustrating when I ask a question
and the fund manager says, ‘I’m coming
to that, it’s on page 20 of the presentation’.
Often the question never gets addressed.”
Catherine Lewis La Torre
Previously Head of Private Equity, Cardano
We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to make your pitch meetings more engaging.
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5

Is your strategy
memorable?

Your prospective investors sit through dozens if not hundreds
of investment pitches. Does yours stand out? Do you look like a
leader? Is your strategy memorable?
For example, do your portfolio companies produce tangible products? We have
encouraged fund managers to take balsamic vinegar, aircraft models and even
raw diamonds to their pitches.
We also recommend that you save your bullets for your enemies. Rather than
listing out your fund’s most impressive achievements on a PowerPoint slide,
harness the emotional, persuasive and engaging power of stories.

“We once had a fund bring one
of their CEOs to the pitch. He
explained how his company got
started, what they were doing,
how the PE firm helped, how
often they spoke. That made
the pitch come alive.”
Marc der Kinderen
Managing Partner, 747 Capital
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Relive the (true) story of how you saved a company that was on the brink of
bankruptcy and sold it at a record high price, or how you transformed a
management team’s performance by inspiring and empowering them. As Maya
Angelou said, “people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did,
but people will never forget how you made them feel.”
Think of your PowerPoint slides as ‘visual aids’; use them to reinforce or back up
your points, not as prompts for what you’re going to say next. Reading text from
your slides is a fast way to be forgettable.

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to transform your fundraising pitch.
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“The pitches that stand out are
those where GPs are enthusiastic
and engaging. Please keep
us engaged!”
David Punda
Director of Private Equity Investments,
Nippon Life Global Investors Americas

6

Do you project
warmth and passion
to all you meet?

According to Amy Cuddy at Harvard Business School, the
warmth you demonstrate to investors is equally important as
your competence when investors are deciding who to invest in.
Your pitch gives an insight into what it’s like to work with you. If investors like
you, they are much more likely to invite you back for a second meeting. If they
see you are passionate about what you do, they are more likely to get excited
about getting involved.
We film our clients while role-playing investor pitches so they can see for
themselves how they come across. We’ve found that fund managers can
project more warmth and passion by making simple changes such as asking
more questions, smiling and using shorter sentences. This is different for
every person.

“One pitch that stood out for me was a
German fund. They were so animated and
passionate. They just loved the businesses
and that came across.”
Catherine Lewis La Torre
Previously Head of Private Equity, Cardano

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to look and sound more engaging in every meeting.
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7

Do you demonstrate
credibility?

Successful fundraising requires trust and integrity. If it looks like
you’re trying to cover up, the investor will question what else
you are hiding.
For example, if you have valid reasons to exclude certain deals from your
portfolio, or calculate performance using a different methodology, then be explicit
about it – don’t hide the fact in an appendix.
Honesty really is the best policy. Admit your failures but also what you’ve
learned. Doing so shows self-awareness and means you’re more likely to
be perceived as credible when you talk about your strengths.

“It’s often really hard to
understand how GPs have
put their adjusted performance
together. Sometimes there’s
a footnote, but I think it’s
important for GPs to explain
it very clearly.”
David Punda
Director of Private Equity Investments,
Nippon Life Global Investors Americas
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LPs also tell us that a key credibility test is how well fund managers interact
with each other. If your fund team contradicts, interrupts or ignores each other,
the credibility of the team is put in doubt.

53%

Percentage of investors who are willing to relax
their investment criteria if they perceive the
management team to have high levels of
credibility, according to Mason & Harrison.

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to make your pitch meetings clear and convincing.
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“I’ll ask fund managers, ‘How
many people left last year?’
and they’ll talk about their HR
policies, talent, everything but
answer the question. Sometimes
GPs will try to second-guess the
question behind the question,
and it becomes a very surreal
conversation where I’m spending
10 minutes trying to steer the
GP back to my actual question.”
Maarten Vervoot
Managing Partner, Managing Director,
and Global Head Fund Investments
AlpInvest Partners

8

Are you good at
answering tough and
aggressive questions?

The job of investors is to ask questions and be critical.
Yet rather than responding politely, fund managers sometimes
get defensive or take things personally.
In fact, one of the most common complaints we hear from LPs is about GPs
who avoid, second-guess or provide scrambled answers to simple questions.
So if you are asked a question, answer it.
Look at your fund objectively. Get an expert third party to look at it. What are
the areas you are most likely to be challenged on? Prepare your answers to
these and rehearse delivering them confidently. We usually spend a day or
two with fundraising teams role-playing tough investor meetings so they are
better prepared.

“We are looking for people we can team up
with for a decade. The moment we find
people who are aggressive and defensive
about their history – if we can’t ask questions
– then due diligence stops.”
Marc der Kinderen
Managing Partner, 747 Capital
We’ll help you to stand out with investors
Contact us today to stress-test your pitch before you meet investors.
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Successful fundraisers
budget for pitch preparation
consultancy

We’ll help you to
impress investors

Elite athletes invest in regular coaching to improve their
performance. The best fundraisers do the same. The cost of
professional support pales in comparison to the investment it
can help you secure.

Experts who understand investor presentations

It’s not just about honing your messaging or fine tuning your delivery; a third
party offers an objective perspective. GPs are so close to their funds that
they often struggle to see what it is that makes them attractive to investors.
Or sometimes what they consider to be special is actually common amongst
their competitors or irrelevant to investors.

Practical Fundraising Advice
With BBA you get practical, easy-to-implement advice that makes a real
difference. We’ll help you to improve your fundraising messages, your materials
and how you connect with audiences.

With long periods between fundraising campaigns, it’s even more important
for GPs to get expert feedback and improve their skills. Good pitch and
presentation skills are like muscle tone – built over time and quickly lost
without regular use.

Q. What is the
value of a great
presentation?

Q: What is the
cost of a terrible
presentation?

A: The amount of the deal
you are trying to win.

A: The same.

At Benjamin Ball Associates we have been working with VC and PE firms for
10 years. The team includes former corporate financiers, fund managers and
financial PR experts.

1. Strengthen
your investment
narrative: make
your pitch easy
to understand.

2. Improve your
documents:
whether your
PowerPoint or
your IM.

3. Coach your
team for better
fundraising
meetings:
prepare for tough
questions and
difficult investors.

Our training ranges from a quick, half-day polishing session for one person to
longer projects so you are fully prepared for fundraising or a major transaction.

Start with a free audit of your current fundraising pitch
forbes.com

We’ll help you to stand out with investors
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Get a free telephone consultation with Benjamin Ball Associates to:
• Help you identify the strengths and weaknesses of your current pitch
• Discuss immediate ways of improving your investor-readiness
• Find out what techniques have been especially effective for similar funds
Call Louise on +44 (0)20 7018 0922 or email louise@benjaminball.com
to book a convenient time, quoting ‘free Pitch Audit’.
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Is your fundraising pitch
investor-ready?
Check your fundraising readiness against the following eight questions:

1. Can you explain simply what makes your fund special?

Yes / No

2. Do you put the investor at the centre of everything you say?

Yes / No

3. Is your pitch book clear, brief and easy to read?

Yes / No

4. Do your investor meetings feel like a meeting of minds?

Yes / No

5. Is your strategy memorable?

Yes / No

6. Do you project warmth and passion to all you meet?

Yes / No

7. Do you demonstrate credibility?

Yes / No

8. Are you good at answering tough and aggressive questions?

Yes / No

Can you answer ‘yes’ to all eight of these questions?

If not, bring in the experts.

“Benjamin Ball Associates did
a fantastic job reviewing and
transforming our marketing
material and helping us get our
message across with clarity to
potential investors.”

We have a robust toolbox of techniques to help you run more successful
GP-LP meetings. We’ll help you to engage with investors, grab their attention
and sound more persuasive. In just a few short hours we’ll transform the
impact you make. You can prepare a specific pitch with us, coach a team
and even transform your pitch documents.
Speak to Louise on 020 7018 0922 or email louise@benjaminball.com
to discuss how we can add value to your fundraising.

Sylvie Armand Delille
Fund Managers, Equinox
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Do you want to stand
out with investors?
We’ll help you to improve your fundraising messages, your
materials and how you connect with audiences. We will:
1. Strengthen
your investment
narrative:
making your pitch
easy to understand.

2. Improve your
documents:
including your
PowerPoint or
your IM.

3. Coach your
team for better
fundraising
meetings:
preparing you for
tough questions and
difficult investors.

The advice you receive is practical, easy to implement and makes a difference.
Our support ranges from a quick half-day polishing session for one person to
a project lasting a few weeks to prepare for a major transaction or fundraising
presentation. We also support portfolio company management teams through
transactions so they stand out when pitching to buyers and investors.
Free Pitch Audit
Start with a free audit of your current fundraising pitch. Call Louise on
+44 (0)20 7018 0922 or email louise@benjaminball.com to book a
convenient time, quoting ‘free Pitch Audit’.

“BBA transformed our pitch into a compelling
investment narrative. They undoubtedly
helped us secure Sky TV as an investor.”
Gerry Bastable
Director, Blast Films
Benjamin Ball Associates
1 King Street, London EC2V 8AU
+44 (0)20 7018 0922 | louise@benjaminball.com

